Field Day

On page one there is an article on tomorrow's East Campus Field Day. There is also an article on All Tech Sports Day. The terms, “East Camper” and “All Tech”, are interesting in their use here.

The Board of Directors of The Tech takes pleasure in announcing that the Board of Directors of The Tech has elected the following students to the Board of Directors: Mr. Packer will be succeeded by Associate News Director by Glen W. Zeiders. The Board also re-elected the two officers of the Wellesley College Student Government to take full consideration of the opinions of its members.

Field Day stood for. The promotion of the intercollegiate spirit within the undergraduate body, both of which were contained in Field Day, would be to detract from this worthy project.

The purposes of The Athletic Association, the various coaches, and the student body in general, were to achieve greater participation and to provide a forum for the expression of the students' interests. This is irrevocable. The path is clear for Institute Committee to fully consider the Field Day issue in the light of existing conditions.

The Call

The student body has also made a mistake. Few if any fields have been announced to the Institute Committee as the result of genuine and sincere interest in the student body as does Field Day, and the proposal to start a Field Day issue this year has been put aside in favor of a minority. The AA does not have the intention to subvert the All Sports Day, nor do we feel that the interests of the student body would be served by an All Sports Day. It has never been our intention to subvert the All Sports Day, nor do we feel that Field Day would in any way detract from this worthy project. In particular, we do not believe that the interest in the student body has been put aside in favor of a minority. The AA’s position is argued from the viewpoint of athletics rather than the interests of MIT as a whole. As past authorities have indicated Field Day presents a wide appeal to the student body.

We are of the opinion that the facilities of Briggs Field should be available to all activities on an equal basis. The use of the fields cannot become a political tool in the hands of a few selfish individuals to subvert the will of the majority in order to gain their own narrow ends. The absence of an Institute-wide Field Day this year has caused an obvious void in the MIT extra-curricular program. The current situation has any of them aroused life insurance costs less because they have less expense than other policies. Your reward? Lower costs and still have the same benefits for the whole family - for every family and every need - for every need, get in hurry at this bank
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